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On the Edge
Adrianne Ross

T

wenty-four issues… yup, that’s what it’s
been. Roughly 1200 hours of my life, and that
doesn’t count actually going to events — or the
60-ish hours invested in board meetings.
Let’s recap — in the last year I’ve scored about
20 driving days, been to several Grand-Am races,
interviewed some of the greats, learned a staggering amount of information, and (maybe most
importantly) made more friends.
January started in a bit of a funk — and turned
around so completely in 10 minutes, that I’m still
not quite peeled off the ceiling. Our beloved Amy
introduced me to Bruce Ledoux, and Bruce introduced me to the 24 Hours of Daytona. I’m not exaggerating when I say, that I cannot say enough
about this event. But I try to make it condensed
with two words, “life changer.” It changed my perspective, my goals, my dreams, my hopes, and my
ambitions in life — in 24 hours, that started with
a 10 minute wait for a returned e-mail. “Bruce, can
we come to the 24 with you?” … wait, wait, wait,
“Yes.” So, 24 hours and 10 minutes I guess.

I drove in a hurricane. That was one of the
coolest things I’ve ever done. It wasn’t easy,
and it had very specific response needs.
February also started with a bang, the 48 Hours
at Sebring. My first Club Race where I was really
working. Invited by a friend from the Suncoast
Region, and conspiring with some NER folks, I
went with old friends, to meet new friends.
It was awesome! Oh my goodness, race fan or
not that’s something so pulse quickening about
the sight and sound of hundreds of Porsches all
gathered together to play. If a Club Race comes
near you — go — it’s really, really cool. Volunteer,
the rest of the nation’s Porsche Club is just as
friendly and wonderful as our Region.
May is when all hell broke loose — if you’ll
pardon the language. My sabbatical stared May
15th, and on that morning, at 6:00 am I found myself on a plane to North Carolina, to a Grand-Am
race at VIR. I went with Amy, and we had a total
blast! She knows everybody! And she graciously
introduced me to as many people as she could.
We hung out with all the cool kids, and our car
came in second! It was pouring rain, and I mean
torrential, in sheets, never going to be dry again
rain, and it was one of the best races I’ve ever
page 4
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seen. The radio chatter was full of very unhappy
drivers, some without wipers (cursing was involved), many without defrosters (major cursing
involved), and our car (to solve one problem) was
without a hood (no cursing). This was familiar —
we couldn’t seem to get through a race with a
hood on the car. It was becoming a trademark!
Eventually came my first whole week at the
Glen. It started great, had a devastating personal
crisis in the middle, and ended very unexpectedly. But hey, that’s racing, right?
My season progressed, I got in a lot of driving, learned an amazing amount of stuff about
driving. I didn’t get to any autocrosses, which is a
shame; I’m hoping that goes better next year.
August brought another trip to the Glen, and
more surprises, some good, some really bad. I
drove in a hurricane. That was one of the coolest
things I’ve ever done. It wasn’t easy, and it had
very specific response needs. When you turn into
the front straight, and you are literally slowed
down by the 80 MPH head wind — well, you learn
in a hurry how to manage that. It was an excontinued on page 38

In This Issue...

F

or our newbies, and the unknowing,
you get your NOR’EASTER compliments
of the Club from the first month you join,
until the end of that year. Then it will stop
coming. It’s really too cool to miss an issue, so
RESUBSCRIBE! The form is on page 17.
For the second time in as many years of my
Board life, I have to say goodbye to some lovely
people. Joyce will be signing off as Secretary,
and Amy from membership. I’ll miss them both.
But luckilly Amy and I hang out more often
outside of the Club. I’m glad I found her here.
John will also be writing less. He’s a good contributor, and I love Dylan’s contributions. Good
luck Bergan’s - we’ll see you at the track:) Steve
doesn’t have to write anymore, secretly I think
he’s thrilled I can’t bug him anymore. :)
That leaves me with some space to fill. If
you’re interested in writing, even only once for
the Club, be in touch, and let me know.
Special thanks to Geoff and Dion for thier
contributions this month.
Last month I left my name in the photo credit
for the cover...I hope it was obviously not me.
Last month’s cover was a PCNA pic - the credit
goes to them.
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Around The Cones
Steve Ross

A

s the year winds down so do the events of
the region. In November we cancelled our
photo contest but inserted a tech session at EPE,
which should draw a great crowd (49 entrants
as this is written three days before the date).
December brings the annual dinner, which will
be history as you read this; look for full coverage
in the January issue of the NOR’EASTER.
Two Thousand Twelve will kick off right away
with back-to-back events on January 6th and 7th.
A visit by noted ‘50s racer and current Autoweek
columnist Denise McCluggage will return to the
Larz Anderson Museum of Transportation for an
interesting talk on her days of racing as the lone
female amongst the Formula 1 crowd.
The next day is our biannual trek to Paul Russell
Restoration in Essex followed by the obligatory
stop at Woodman’s down the street to keep our
cholesterol levels high. Check out the promo in
the NOR’EASTER or on line.
Late breaking news as I write this is that Ira
Porsche will have an exclusive viewing at their
facility of the newly introduced 911, internally

cancelled by an expected snowstorm and two of the
five subsequent events encountering heavy rain.
Chairman and Activities VP Bill Seymour persevered
thru all this, and technical glitches with the timing
equipment, to pull off a great year along with our
first-ever party and awards presentation after the
last event.
Bruce and Joyce also held the best-attended
Ramble in its 27 years, with almost 140 cars enjoying our third straight year of beautiful top down
weather in a row.
Kim Saal who has consistently organized the logistics of judging more than 100 cars for the past few
years also should be mentioned.
Charlie Dow continued to put together tours for us
in both early spring and fall including the fabulous Kittridge tour in western Mass., which drew in
incredible 90 participants (see the story and picture
elsewhere in this issue).
Our board members, some new to their positions,
performed superbly planning meetings (Fedele Cacia), keeping track of membership (Amy Ambrose),
tracking our financial transactions (Chris Mongeon),
or course NOR’EASTER editor Adrianne
This column will be my final one as President as and
Ross along with the usual superb design work
I step down after two years of serving the club of Susana Weber.
I leave the President’s post in the capable
and assume the position as past president.
hands of my successor Chris Mongeon who
has not only done a great job as Treasurer for
code named the 991. The folks at Ira will provide
the last two years, but is also a DE instructor who
food for us, and sales manager Chris Husband will
has helped with other NER activities.
relate his experience driving the car at the dealer
introduction in South Africa. Date is the 22nd, a
Sunday. Check the website for time.
Tentative plans are to have the annual newcomers meeting at Ira in either March or April, while
our other biannual event at the Collings foundation will be in either May or June, stay tuned.
Finally, we will host the Zone 1 (Northeast US
and eastern Canada) concours and rally at Larz
Anderson Museum of Transportation on the
weekend of May 19th & 20th; more information
as we get closer to the date.
This column will be my final one as President
as I step down after two years of serving the
club and assume the position as past president.
During this time the club continued its growth in
numbers, offered one of the best, if not the best
DE program in the club, thanks in part to our Cornell Award winning team of Bruce Hauben and
Joyce Britton. We held a full series of autocrosses
in spite of weather setbacks that had the school
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Four Speeds & Drum Brakes
Tom Tate

N

ow that the days are short and the weather
cold, it’s nice to look back at the summer and
recall the car season that we had. In addition to
the races, car shows and tours, I was invited to
participate in a photo shoot. I had been asked
before but always declined because of the stories
that I’d heard about damaged cars and reluctant
insurance companies. Those jeans that are made
with big shiny rivets look good on a model’s
backside but leave long straight lines through
the paint as they slide off the fenders.
One year Filenes called looking for a red
convertible but compensation amounted to a
discount coupon on future purchases and no
assurances of any sort of insurance coverage so I
stayed at home.
This year the Northeast Region of the Porsche
Club was called by an agent looking for a small
black convertible and they were pointed in my
direction. I wasn’t really interested until I learned
that it was a combined photo shoot for Ralph
Lauren and L’Oreal. Since I was familiar with the

hour and had a great time making a lot of noise
and returning waves to people on their way to
work. I stopped about a mile short of my destination to get a coffee as I figured that there
wouldn’t be much in a guy’s back yard to carry
me to lunchtime. Wrong again.
The first tip off was the police detail at the
driveway to the photo location. Pleasant local
fellows that were having a great time stopping
traffic to let workers and models cross the street.
They were coming from a large parking area that
included one of those portable bathrooms like
you see at Pebble Beach. The ones with the steel
steps, marble floors and air conditioning. The
kind that makes your bathroom at home looks
like a port-a-john. You get the idea.
Turning left onto the property I was directed
past a large barn onto a mowed field that extended to the ocean. Actually the ocean was about ½
mile away with an extended pier that had a very
large sailboat (as in three masts) moored to the
end. The field was so large that the owner had
started a good sized vineyard in the
I was invited to participate in a photo shoot. I had
middle that looked lost. I parked the
been asked before but always declined because of Speedster near the back of the barn
next to a new Aston Martin convertthe stories that I’d heard...
ible and ’52 Ford pickup.
I walked over to the barn where a
Ralph Lauren collection of fine cars my intergroup was standing to discover that the entire
est was peaked. At least enough to listen to the
inside of the barn had been transformed to the
details. The event was to take place at a private
best café in town. With my cheap paper cup in
estate on the beach in Duxbury, last for two days
hand I stepped into what could have been the
and they would have lots of food and a check at
Sunday Brunch at the Ritz Carlton. There were
the end. A small collection of cars was to be used
bowls of fruit, hot muffins, six different kinds of
for display only and the entire event was fully incereal, four different flavors of coffee and even
sured by a well-known company in New York that
desserts, for breakfast. Turned out that this was
required proof of my own insurance and value.
just the snack bar as there was an entire “base
Two days off in the summer to watch models at
camp” set up on the grounds of the local middle
the beach? I was up for that before they even got
school that looked like the Barnum and Bailey cirto the part about the check.
cus had come to town. They had all that and two
I have to admit that I am not the biggest fan of
omelet stations, a Belgian waffle chef and cloth
the advertising industry in this country. While I
covered tables under a huge air-conditioned
will be the first to agree that they are very good
tent big enough to land a small plane inside. I
at what they do, I believe that persuading conwouldn’t see that until lunch but everyone kept
sumers to buy products that they don’t need is
saying, wait until dinner.
something less than a job that I would want. The
That first day the morning was spent filming
models never looked like regular people to me as
both action and stills on the boat at the end of
they were pictured in strange settings at strange
the pier. That gave those of us with vintage rides
angles. Besides I could never figure out why they
a chance to talk and to ask questions of the vetcommanded the big-ticket income for just standerans who had done this before. The couple with
ing around. Boy, was I in for an education.
continued on page 32
I drove to Duxbury during the morning rush
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Flat Sixer
John Bergen

H

ard to believe that another year is over. I
think this will most likely be one of my last
columns, at least until I am back in the Boston
area. It’s just that I seem to run out of time each
month and then have to crank out my column in
a day or so. The hard thing for me is that writing
it takes away from the little time I have to spend
with Dot and the kids. The other issue is that, with
the work thing I currently have going, my driving
and Porsche time has been greatly diminished,
which kind of makes my stories less interesting.
Take this month’s column as an example; one
of my topics is 60 Minutes. This is a show that
my family and I watch every Sunday. Dylan and
Sean are big fans of Andy Rooney. We all saw the
special broadcast a few weeks ago where the
show had a segment dedicated to Andy and his
life. It was a great show and, as always, Andy was
in rare form. Then the next thing you know, Andy
goes into the hospital for a routine surgery and
dies from complications.
Boy does that suck. Here’s a guy who loved to

have its interior painted.
Another thing I hope to tackle is the installation of a data acquisition system along with
some chase cameras. I want to allow myself to be
able to analyze my laps in a better way than just
watching my videos. I want to be able to see am
I braking too much, too little, too late, etc., and I
am hoping that a good data acquisition system
will give me this ability.
Another thing I want to get to, or at least have
someone else do for me, is improving my suspension system. I will be looking to upgrade the
springs, struts, and add monoballs. Sure, there
are probably a bunch of other things I need to do,
but these are the things first and foremost on my
mind.
Now for the standard closing line: Well, that’s all
for this month. I hope to see many of you at some
of our upcoming events! If you see me, please
introduce yourself and say hello, I will be trying to
do the same. Until then, stay safe!

I think this will most likely be one of my last
columns, at least until I am back in the Boston
area.
work and when he finally retires he up and dies.
This is not the way I want to go out. For one thing
I will not be working to the ripe old age of 80. I
am trying to come up with a plan to retire early
while I am still able to be active. That way I can
get a whole boatload of driving in. Sure it’s not
a great plan but it is a plan. The other part of my
plan is for Dot and I to live someplace where
there isn’t snow in the wintertime.
Seeing as she and I used to live in San Diego,
southern California is one of the possibilities
for us. We are also considering places like New
Mexico, Arizona, and maybe one of the Carolinas,
although North Carolina is now starting to see
more snow and ice than I would like.
Speaking of snow and ice, it is that time of year
for the Green Machine to enter into hibernation.
This year it will be stored down in Rhode Island so
that I can keep the track car up in Walpole. Dylan
and I will be doing some work on it over the winter months. One of the first things we will tackle is
cleaning up all of the residual glue and gunk left
behind after the car was gutted for the roll cage.
One we get the car cleaned up, we will be able to
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Minutes Of The Board
Amy Ambrose –November 9th, 2011 NER Board Meeting

M

embers present: Amy Ambrose, Joyce
Brinton, Fedele Cacia, Bruce Hauben, Kristin
Larson, Chris Mongeon, Adrianne Ross, Steve Ross,
and Bill Seymour, Matthew Wallis, Virginia Young.
The board met at 6:30 pm on November 9th at
Firefly’s in Marlborough, hosted by Steve Ross.
After socializing over a BBQ picnic, the meeting
was called to order by Steve at 7:03 pm.
Treasurers Report — After discussion, the report
was approved. As usual, the club’s finances remain
in good condition.
Steve reported that he would be attending the
Zone 1 Presidents’ Meeting the next weekend. It
appears that PCA National is concerned about
how “Taste of the Track” rides are being handled,
about potential liability from “driveway” tech
inspections for DE events, and is considering creating an optional national DE tech form. There is
also concern about the variability of driving skills
among different regions’ DE run groups. He will
report further after he attends the meeting.
Membership Report — Primary members: 1418;
affiliate members: 985; new members: 16; transfers-in: 4; transfers-out: 12.
Activities Report — Driver Education: earlier this
month the new Track Chair, Stan Corbett, held a
meeting of the Track Committee (including new
members, retiring members, and other interested
parties) to plan for the coming track season. At
this point dates have been set for Calabogie,
LCMT, and Watkins Glen, all similar to last year,
although the Rennsport Region is still considering whether to share financial responsibility for
Calabogie as they did last year. More than three
months ago Bruce had asked NHMS for the same
dates that we had last year, however, it does not
appear that those dates are available in 2012.
Stan is still negotiating with NHMS about the
2012 dates, but we should have a May date for the
Novice Day plus some additional dates during the
summer and in September. As soon as those dates
are confirmed, they will be posted on the website.
The DE Ground School will be held at HMS Motorsports on February 26th.
The board agreed to continue the reimbursement of some travel expenses for some track committee members to attend the events at Calabogie, LCMT, and Watkins Glen.
Bruce reported that the Fall Ramble to Saratoga
Springs went well with 20 cars participating. The
event broke even on income vs. expense. Bruce
will explore whether to offer a similar event next
page 8
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year.
The 2012 Spring Ramble (April 27th–29th) will
be at the Stowe Mountain Resort in Vermont.
Bruce and Joyce are going next week for a planning visit and to begin laying out the Ramble
route. Details and registration forms will appear
in the January issue of the NOR’EASTER. Bruce
reported that he has signed the contract with the
hotel for the 2013 Spring Ramble.
Steve reported that NER will be hosting the
Zone 1 Concours and Rally on May 19th and 20th
at the Museum of Transportation. Charlie Dow will
be making the arrangements for the rally, which
will occur on May 20th.
As usual the NER Concours will be held in September at the Museum of Transportation.
Bill reported that autocross for next year will
hopefully be held at Devens again but dates have
yet to be confirmed because the office responsible for setting dates has changed. He hopes that
we can get an extra date so we can offer a teen
training session for kids from the local area.
Fedele and Steve reported on upcoming meetings: Nov. 19th is a Tech Session at Kaizen Tuning
in Acton; December 3rd is the Annual Dinner;
January 7th is a visit to Paul Russell Restoration
(the event is already filled but members can sign
up to be on the wait list in the event there are
cancellations); January 6th, Denise McCluggage
continued on page 35

Happy PCA Anniversary
Thirty Years
George W. Pirie
Twenty-Five Years
Drew Ley
Twenty-Five Years
Scott Astrofsky
Caryl S. Brensinger
Bob P. Cipriani
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Ten Years
Kevin E. Brosmith
Vincent Calio
David Caponera
Ron Mann
Win B. Perry
Ron Wallace
Five Years
John E. Bishop
Richard A. Bonomo
Rick C. Noonan
Arthur A. Spengler
Leor Zolman
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Ahead of the Curve
Fedele Cacia

I

had heard of this “Cape Run” via the Internet
and, being the inquisitive type and it being at
the end of the season, I thought I’d check it out
and maybe get one more road trip in before I put
the beast away for the winter.
It was a canned food drive charity event that
was put on and sponsored by “Driven Perfection”
in Weymouth and “Yuppie Racing.” To get all the
details I had to join the YuppieRacing.net website.
The members there immediately welcomed me
and made me feel very much at home.
At 11:00 am on an unusually mild Sunday
morning for the middle of November, my wife
and I, along with my friend Chris in his six-series
BMW, met up with 10 or 12 cars at a rest stop on
Rt. 95 near the Mass Pike. There were cars meeting in other Boston locations at around the same
time. After about a half-hour wait we proceeded
toward our rendezvous at Driven Perfection in
Weymouth where around 50 cars congregated,
and we turned over our canned goods to a good
cause.

or things of that nature! A great back route with a
mix of both winding and fast roads took us all the
way to the Cape, and turned out to be the perfect
combo for a sunny mid-November drive.
Along the way we picked up a ‘hitchhiker’ who
was riding a Yamaha R1. He took it upon himself
to put himself in harms way by blocking traffic at
intersections so that we didn’t get split up and
could stay together. Then he would ride by all of
us back to the front and do it again at the next
intersection. Being a biker myself that has been
on many a large group ride I know that, while
illegal, this is common practice among bikers, but
this situation was definitely out of the norm, what
a guy!!!
The drive was almost at an end and we were
heading to dinner along some very scenic ocean
view roads in Falmouth when I had an unfortunate incident on a very tight, sand-coated lefthander. I’ll leave the rest to your imagination!
So yes, my car is back at my mechanic’s shop,
“Conway Autoworks” for the week and then to my
body man, “Barry’s Auto Body“!
But not to worry; my wife and I are fine
I had an unfortunate incident on a very tight,
and we’re going to turn a bad situation
sand-coated left-hander. I’ll leave the rest to
into a good one by making some modifications to the car that I think will look
your imagination!
awesome!!!
Stay tuned for pictures of the new
There was a wide array of fantastic cars and too
modifications, hopefully next month!
many to mention, but to name a few… several
Porsches, a Lamborghini Gallardo, a Dodge Viper,
many BMWs, Ferraris, a Lotus, an Audi R8, Corvettes, GTRs, a Black Series AMG and lots of Japanese cars that I know absolutely nothing about
except that they’re fast as sh*t!
After a short pre-drive talk and a handout of the
route with GPS-friendly directions, (which didn’t
turn out to be too friendly for many, lol) and set
re-grouping locations along the way
(which turned out to be an excellent
PORSCHE, BMW
ALL INSURANCE
idea), we set on our way!
& MERCEDES
WORK
Many of us had two-way radios
SPECIALIST
(myself included thanks to my new
good friend Chris W.), which made
traffic communication a must. These
radios were used just in case the
front cars up ahead saw something
that we might be interested in
A U T O B O D Y
further back in the pack, such as,
MIKE NOONAN
(781) 324-9831
an unusual tree on the side of the
251 BROADWAY, MALDEN
FAX 324-1804
road or a nice looking mile marker

MIKE’S
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The Long and Winding Road
Bill Seymour

T

the fronts but they barely made it past inspection.
And there had been a little bit of chunking on the
right front on a particularly hot day at the track.
I figured I could get one more year out of the
street tires if I didn’t use them on the track — plus,
I thought the race tires would be less expensive
than the street tires (turns out that was wrong).
So before season three I researched buying tires/
wheels as a second set for DE. There aren’t many
choices in 19” tires and they are more expensive
so it was easy to rule those out. There were some
good options in 17” tires (cheaper and easier to
get a set that had a little less stagger) but it was
impossible to find reasonably priced wheels that
were wide enough. So I went with 18” wheels
and spent $1,942 on Nitto NT01 tires (245/40
front and 275/40 rear) mounted on new wheels.
I could have saved a little money by buying used
OEM wheels (often seen on craigslist, Panorama
or Planet 9) but I was running out of time and got
lazy.
I liked the Nitto’s on the track. I had no
I could have saved a little money by buying used
benchmarks so can’t quantify what they
OEM wheels (...on craigslist, Panorama or Planet did to lap times relative to the street
tires but, while I’m sure they helped,
9) but I was running out of time and got lazy.
they weren’t revolutionary (and for a
white
run
group
DE driver, a second or two of lap
the tire then look at the sizes.” If you are in this
time
is
not
the
issue).
Not surprisingly (stickier
category, you easily recognize yourself.
=
softer
=
wears
out
faster)
they really wore out
Let’s examine a typical person of this persuasion.
quickly!
After
fi
ve
days
(admittedly
three were at
Who could we use for an example? All right, I’ll
Calabogie
which
is
notoriously
tough
on tires) I
volunteer. I have a Cayman with 18” wheels and it
had
to
fl
ip
them
on
the
rims
so
that
the
outside
had Michelin Pilot Sports on it when I got it (with
edges
were
now
the
inside
edges
(and,
again,
the
10,000 miles). The first year I had the car I used
fronts
were
the
issue).
But
they
drove
fi
ne
fl
ipped
it for autocross (stock class, so street tires were
– I couldn’t tell the difference. And after another
required) and some DE days. The Michelins were
four days they still have some life left in them
certainly okay for both purposes, but after 5,000
(they are now slicks except for the one longitudimore miles of combined street and event particinal groove and may actually feel better driving).
pation they were done. In particular, with zero
So actually, I guess they wind up being a better
camber in the front the outside edges of the front
deal than street tires: they probably wear out a littires were no longer there. I did some research
and bought Bridgestone RE-11s in the original size tle faster but you can flip them on the rims (if you
did that with the street tires they would be nasty
(235/40 front and 265/40 rear) to replace these:
on the street). Still, with a new set costing about
$1,079 from TireRack, plus mounting and balanc$1,100 mounted, the cost per day of driving is
ing.
about $100 (add that to $50 a day for brake pads
The second year I did about the same driving: six
and I hope Rosemary doesn’t read this article).
or seven autocross days, an equal number of DE
So what’s up for season four? The Bridgestones
days and 5,000 miles of total driving. The Bridgewon’t
pass inspection (and are bad in the wet) so
stones may have been a little better for autocross
new
street
tires are required. I found a set of very
than the Michelins, but I can’t really say I noticed
slightly
used
Dunlop Direzza Star Specs (a fellow
a lot of difference either for autocross or on track.
in
NY
used
them
as intermediate rain tires on a
Tire wear was also similar: there was still a fair
amount of life left for all but the outside edges of
continued on page 35
he Tire Report
Participation in driving events inflicts a
particularly odd form of collateral damage on
us PCAers: tire ‘nerdism.’ This category of autorelated dementia should not be confused with the
related but different wheel ‘nerdism.’ It is the classic dichotomy of “go” or “show”: the driving event
people pick the tire and then make sure they have
a wheel that can act as an appropriate intermediary between it and the car while the “look at me”
crowd wants the most attractive wheel and that
then drives tire selection. (Yes, I know, the “go”
crowd is also concerned with wheel issues such as
weight and strength and, I suppose, we may even
care what they look like.)
Stealing a line (appropriately) from clubregistration.net, “You know you are a tire nerd when
you…””Go check out a car and look first at the tire
sizes;” “Instead of a plus-one fitting, you go minus
one” or “When you go to tirerack.com you first pick
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Torqued Up
Amy Ambrose

I

photographs and just experience a racetrack up
close and personal. I casually mentioned that we
could get her a helmet and she could hop in my
car for some hot laps. She told me that it wasn’t
funny to tease her like that. I said I’m not kidding;
I just shrugged my shoulders and said it wasn’t a
big deal at all. “Not a big deal at all!” she shrieked.
Of course it is HUGE! Judi was just as giddy as
my previous little hot lapper and looked like she
would have liked to skip to my car. Enroute we
passed two of my friends to whom I announced
that I was taking Judi out for her first time ever.
Both of them said, “Uh oh, I hope you don’t puke.”
No more skip to her step. There was a definite deflation to her voice when she asked me if she was
going to get sick. “Nah! Won’t ever happen” I said.
I will just drive slowly and if you want to come in
just give me a thumbs-down. So we helmeted her
and belted her in. I hooked up the communicator so we could converse at a normal speaking
level. I reminded her the universal thumbs-down
was available to her if for some reason I
I heard her say, ”I want a girl driver; will you
couldn’t hear her. Then I gave her the two
thumbs up and told her to fasten her seat
take me?“ “Of course!” I yelled through my
belt. I frankly thought there was a high
helmet, “Hop in!”
likelihood of ‘pukage’ so I kept talking to
her non-stop. Even though my car interior
is black, I really did want every possible second
be the last one standing, with my knees knocking
of warning. She sat there rigidly looking straight
in the frigid gym. Well I have a cute little lowahead and ignored every question I asked. I
powered Porsche, a dwarf among those giants of
figured the communicator got unplugged, but
cars around me, and I thought, “What happens
I do know she is a smart lady and would give
if I don’t get picked?” Do I just go out on track
me the thumbs-down, should there be a need. I
anyway, passenger-less? Well a precious little
generally just take someone out for a couple of
7-year-old girl named Taylor bee-lined for my car,
laps and come in but everything felt right — tires
running in front of another kid to get to me. She
were the perfect temp, the sun was shining and
came up to the passenger window, breathless,
I was in a nice groove, apexing nearly every turn
and all I could see of her was from her button
bang-on — so I stayed out there. I stayed out
nose on up. I heard her say, ”I want a girl driver;
there the whole half-hour run, all the while Judi
will you take me?“ “Of course!” I yelled through
continued to stare straight ahead, transfixed and
my helmet, “Hop in!” She could barely see over
immobile. We came in, took our helmets off and
the dashboard and she looked so very diminuI said, “Whaddya think?” She still didn’t speak.
tive in the passenger seat, but that did not deter
I mentally check-listed a few things — Heart?
her from yelling, ”Go faster, go faster!” We were
Seizure? Shock? — none of which I am certified
already breaking the parade lap speed limit of 60
to treat. After what seemed like forever, but was
mph so I compromised by giving her a couple of
probably only a few seconds, she slowly swiveled
drifting hairpin turns. She squealed with delight
her head toward me and said in a soft voice, ”That
and I have to admit the cheek pads in my helmet
was the most fun I have ever had; I will remember
were preventing me from smiling any wider than
this day for the rest of my life.” Excellent! Another
I already was. She simply possessed no fear and I
happy customer!
couldn’t help thinking, ”Gimme some of that!”
A couple of weeks later I invited a girlfriend to
visit me at Monticello. She had wanted to take
continued on page 36
discovered a whole new way to spread joy and
cheer to someone at the track. Give them hot
laps! As you well know, I began this hobby just
last year, but now I am at a comfort level where I
can have a companion in the passenger seat. Last
month I was invited to a charity event at Monticello Motor Club and asked to be on standby to
give hot-laps to the kids; it was a Cops for Kids
charity, after all. All of us hot-lap givers lined up
on the track side of the pit wall, already belted
into our cars. The kids lined up on the other side
of pit wall, all hyped up to clamor over the wall
and run and pick car and driver once they were
told to “GO!” Looking at all the other exotic cars
like Ferrari 458s, Lamborghinis and Lotus cup
cars I was transported back to grade school and
volleyball. I started getting that pit in my stomach
that we all know so well (some won’t admit it and
they probably aren’t the fairer sex) that occurred
during the picking of teams. Inside my head I am
screaming, “Pick me! Pick me!” I cannot possibly
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Sorry, But it Just WAS Better Then: Denise McCluggage Speaks
January 6th, 6:30 PM, Larz Anderson Museum

D

enise McCluggage has known the racing world from
three viewpoints – as a journalist, as a driver and as a
woman.
As a journalist she started writing about cars when all Ferraris in the country would fit in one parking lot. Writing for
Competition Press from its first issue she later was its sole
editor and publisher. Now when it is AutoWeek she writes a
monthly column. Her website is denisemccluggage.com on
which she writes McBlog, prints new and vintage stuff and
sells racing photos from the ‘50s and ‘60s.
As a driver she started racing while motorsports editor of
the New York Herald Tribune. From Jaguar to Porsche, Lotus,
Maserati, Cooper, OSCA etc. In 1961 she was first in GT at
Sebring in a Ferrari 250 GT SWB (S/N 1931.) In 1967 at Sebring
the NART Spyder (S/N 9437) she was driving was the only one
out of six Ferraris, factory or privateer, to finish. Her last serious race was that same year in a Ferrari 275GTB owned by Bill
Harrah (S/N 9015.). In rallying she won her class in the Monte
Carlo Rally in 1964 in a Ford Falcon.
As a woman she saw a different side of Fangio, Moss, Phil
Hill, the Rodrigues brothers etc. Fact: guys tell girls more than
they tell other guys.
She will talk about the more than half a century she’s been
involved with cars but mostly she’ll answer your questions.
A BBQ Buffet Dinner will also be served, so come HUNGRY!!
Sign up for the event at www.clubregistration.com

Sales • Service • Parts

NEW LOCATION
Boulder Industrial Park
Building 10-A
(Behind Northern Equipment)
off Route 20 in North Oxford, MA

888-414-2287
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Tour of Paul Russell and Company
Saturday January 7, 2012 Starting @ 10:00 AM.

2011 Calendar
At-A-Glance
December
3 Annual Dinner
7 Board Meeting

SOLD OUT!!!!
TPlease remember that photographs cannot be taken inside the shop.
his event is SOLD OUT!!! YOU MUST BE PREGISTERED TO PARTICIPATE.

Directions:
Paul Russell and Company is located at 106 Western Avenue, Essex, MA 01929. Telephone
(978)768-6092. Follow Route 128 North to Exit 15, labeled “Manchester/Essex.” Turn left at the
ramp stop sign, crossing over Rte. 128 toward Essex. Follow this tree-lined road (School St.) for
about five minutes into Essex, where you come to a stop sign. Turn left (West) onto Route 133.
Go approximately a half-mile (past restaurants and
antique shops). Leaving the Periwinkle Restaurant on your right, turn left (South) off Rte. 133
onto Route 22.
Approximately a half-mile along Rte. 22 you will see on your left a sign for 106 Western
Avenue,“Gullwing Service Company dba Paul Russell and Company.” (If you come upon the Essex Building Center on your left, go back.) The entryway passes over a small stream. Our front
entrance is at the far right end of the complex, around the corner at the top of a small rise. We
are about 4.5 miles from Route 128.Questions, please direct to our Administrative VP Fedele
Cacia at fedelecacia@verizon.net
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When you buy him a Porsche its all
about the numbers …

Top speed 171 mph
0-60 in 4.6 seconds
by Pombinho

It’s the same when you buy her a home ...
All the real estate data you need to make an
informed decision, at your fingertips!

Dani Fleming
617 997 9145
Dani.Fleming@MAPropertiesOnline.com
www.MAPropertiesOnline.com

A ‘Data Driven’ approach to real estate

Specializing in the north west quadrant from
Cambridge to Route 495

Download App and Scan QR Code to
bil MAP
ti O li
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Prescott Kelly, The History of Porsche Automobiles
Sat. February 18, 2012 6:00pm - 10:00pm Lars Anderson Museum

P

rescott Kelly is an active Porsche collector, author, speaker,
and historian. From the late 1960s well into the 1990s he
actively restored and showed Porsches. He started racing in 1987,
first in a 911R, then a two-liter Trans-Am 911, and since 1992 in a
1972 911ST – in SCCA, Vintage, and Porsche Club Racing. Prescott
has been a Regional and National Officer of the Porsche Club of
America since 1984, including terms as National Executive Vice
President, National President, and naturally Past President.
As an author, Prescott has over 100 magazine articles to his
credit along with a chapter in a Dennis Adler‘s book, Porsche,
published by Random House in 2003. He is Contributing Editor for
Porsche Panorama where he specializes in analytical histories of
specific Porsche epochs and models. He is the regular columnist
for the 356 Registry Magazine with “356 Collectibles” (on Porsche
literature and memorabilia) and “MarketWatch” (Porsche automobile sales reports and analyses). Prescott is also a contributor to
the Journal of Automotive Historians, Sport Car Market, Excellence, European Car, and the Program of the Pebble Beach Concours
d’Elegance. He regularly gives talks on Porsches, has narrated filmed histories of Porsche, and appeared on American and European television to comment on the marque. He is a member of the Society of Automotives Historians and many Porsche and general
car clubs, including the Sports Car Club of America and the Antique Automobile Club of America.
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2012
It’s that time of year again! Time to renew your subscription
to THE NOR’EASTER. Three time winner of the Heinmiller Newsletter
Award, PCA’s award for BEST region newsletter, THE NOR’EASTER is a
must for every Northeast Region member who wants to keep
informed of what’s happening in the region. With an annual
subscription fee of only $15 for 12 issues, THE NOREASTER is
a terrific value. Here’s only a sample of what
your $15 buys you:

The New England Ramble
PorscheFest Concours d’Elegance

Guest Speakers

Drivers Ed Event Info
and Registration

Event Highlights and Photos

Watkins Glen
Mont Tremblant
Calabogie
NHIS

Monthly Columns by
Regular Contributors
Autocross Event Info

Tours & Rallys

Social Events
Dinners

Tech Session Announcements

How can you
ensure that you
won’t miss any of
Articles and Technical Info
these great events...
and Maintenance Guidelines
this timely info?
Subscribe today using the
form provided below. Send
it with your check for $15
News from Porsche Cars NA
(Payable to NER/PCA - no cash
and Porsche AG
please) to Virginia Young, 1092 Norton Ave.,
Taunton, MA 02780. Your subscription must
Services and Supplies
be received by February 15th to continue or
by our Independent Sponsors
start your 2012 subscription. As a new member,
and Porsche Dealers
you may have been receiving complementary
issues in 2011. To continue getting THE NOREASTER,
you must subscribe for 2012.

Monthly Meetings

Zone One Event Info
and Registration Forms
Tech Tactics
Zone 1 Concours/Rally
48 Hour of Watkins Glen
Zone 1 Autocross

Car Care Tips and Advice
from the Experts
Tech Inspectors for DE Events

Contact Adrianne Ross, Editor with any questions you have about the content of THE NOREASTER. 781-249-5091 evenings before 9:00 - aross@porschenet.com
For information on mailing issues, including change of address, contact Virginia Young 508-823-7614 evenings before 9:00 - vhy4167@hotmail.com
DEADLINE FOR RENEWAL IS FEBRUARY 15, 2012
Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________

Yes, I want to receive THE NOR’EASTER for 2012.
Enclosed is my check for $15 for the subscription.

Address:______________________________________________________________________________________

No, I’d rather not receive THE NOR’EASTER for 2012.

City / State / Zip:_________________________________________________________________________________
Signature:_____________________________________________________________________________________

Mail to: Virginia Young, 1092 Norton Ave., Taunton, MA 02780 - Enclose a check for $15 payable to NER/PCA.
Note: All subscriptions for current subscribers must be received by February 15, 2012 to insure continued receipt of THE NOREASTER.

L

adies, gentlemen and younger drivers…..if you’ve ever dreamed of driving
your Porsche at speed, feeling exhilarated by its performance and testing your mettle, we invite you to get a leap on our upcoming track season
by attending Thrill Rides 2012 on Sunday, February 26th. This is NER’s annual
classroom-based introduction to our Driver Education program graciously
hosted by Joe Marko of HMS Motorsport at HMS’s great facility in Danvers MA.
Directions can be found at www.hmsmotorsport.com.
PCA’s Driver Education program is the most popular activity offered by PCA
and NER’s events are especially well-known to be among the best organized,
safest and the most enjoyable and rewarding DE events in this part of the
country.
The Ground School will give you a great overview of NER’s on-track driving
program. While not geared to grooming you to become the next Formula 1
champion, we will discuss the fundamentals of high performance track driving
and how many of these techniques can be applied to improve your everyday,
on-street driving. You’ll hear how to prepare for an event, how and where our
events are held and, most of all, you’ll learn how much fun it all is. You’ll also
get an informative handout to jog your memory when all else fails.
Driver Education events arefor everyone. Each year, a growing number of female and younger drivers attend these events, so come one come all, and see
what’s so great about driving on a track. This is your special invitation to join us
at the Ground School. In addition to presenting general information on our
Driver Education program, we’ll have special sections in the presentation that
are specifically aimed at you!
Advanced registration for this highly-popular event is strongly suggested.
Check-in and a continental breakfast will begin at 9:30am followed by our
presentation from 10am - 12noon.
At the end of the program, HMS will host a pizza lunch. You’ll also have ample
time to see the practical and fun stuff that HMS has to offer, including helmets,
gloves, harnesses and other safety equipment.
Sure, February 26th is a Sunday in the deep mid-winter, but before you know
it your fellow Porschephiles will be completing laps on world-class tracks next
spring while you’re fertilizing the lawn wishing you’d taken us up on this offer.
And remember, attending this “Ground School” in no way obligates you to sign
up for a DE event.
However, we hope you agree that the only way to truly experience and
appreciate what you and your Porsche are capable of doing is to drive it on a
road track. Questions? - email sartick@gmail.com.
Participants in Driver Education events must be current PCA members, have a
valid driver’s license and be 18 years or older.
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Who should attend?
Anyone interested in learning about our 2012 Driver Education program and improving their driving.
While everyone is welcomed to register for Thrill Rides 2012, drivers participating in NER’s Driver Education
events must be current PCA members, have a valid driver’s license and be 18 years or older.

NER’s 2012 Driver Education Ground School at HMS Motorsport Sunday, Feb 26th @ 10am
Name(s):__________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________ City________________/State___/Zip:______
Phone:_______________________________ Email:___________________________________________
Cost: Early registration (must be postmarked by January 31st) - $10 Late/Onsite registration - $20
Send check payable to NER/PCA to Steve Artick, 17 Colburn Street, Burlington MA 01803
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W

hile many of you have put your Stuttgart chariot to bed for the winter, it’s not too early to set aside April 27-29, 2012 and
make plans to join our 2012 Ramble to The Stowe Mountain Resort in Stowe, VT. We always welcome you in whatever you
chose to drive on the Ramble even if it’s not a Porsche. NER’s annual ramble has long been the club’s single most popular event
and you don’t want to miss it this year. If you’ve never joined an NER Ramble before, just picture being part of 135+ Porsches driving the twisty back roads of VT and NY, the way our cars were engineered to be enjoyed…and you don’t have to give up sex and
food. Well…you’re on your own for the former, but I’ll take care of the latter.
You’ll have the option of arriving at the Stowe Mountain Resort anytime on Friday (at a low negotiated rate separate from the
rest of the Ramble) to enjoy the activities available in and around resort. Note that for the past several years 99% of you have arrived on Friday to begin your partying. In fact I’ve gotten our rates beginning on Thursday and extending through Sunday. Check
things out at http://www.stowemountainlodge.com/.
Register promptly unless you’re a masochist and enjoy being on waiting lists.
Full details and registration form will be in the January Nor’easter.
See you on the back roads,
Ramblemeisters Bruce & Joyce
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If I Had to Choose...
Copy and Photos by Geoff Kronik

T

he first two years I had my Porsche, I did a dozen autocrosses and a few DEs. In autocross, I had the thrill of winning my class once (thanks to low turnout) but also the
agony of co-driving my car with someone who came in first on
a day I finished last. Same class. Same car. Enough said.
Meanwhile in DE, I had highlights such as getting out of
green, but also an event where a frustrated instructor periodically used “damn it” to preface his pointers. I admired his
restraint: given my driving that day, I’d have used higher-octane
profanity.
So it was that when life conspired to keep me on public roads
for a time, I didn’t really miss the thrill of speed. Meanwhile
my wife and I put ten thousand clicks on my Cayman, seeing
New England from the Canada border to the outpost of New
York called Greenwich. We’d already done much of this in my
sensible sedans of yore, and though going by Porsche was of
course more fun for me, the driver, I could sense something else
happening.
What exactly that was needed a frame of reference to become
clear, and that arrived this year when I returned to DE. After
some good instruction and a signoff to blue, I felt the lure of
the track to the point where I imagined a Faustian bargain. A
tailed gentleman in a red suit (fireproof naturally) appears in my
garage. He prods me with a three-pronged torque wrench and
says “you can go to black, Cayman driver, but no more pleasurejaunts with your wife.”
What would I do?
Let’s consider a weekend drive. In the same way Manhattan
is best experienced on foot, New England is arguably best enjoyed by car. This goes beyond the steeples-and-clapboard of
postcard cliché, into the cultural subtleties of our byways. The
Sox logo carved into a Halloween pumpkin near Salem, or parking my Cayman by a row of Harleys at Ipswich’s Clam Box, and
for the first time in my life being looked at with respect by bik-

The Cayman out and about.
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Geoff, his wife, and their Porsche.

ers. Maybe a cruise to Concord to stroll the Battle Road, a mellow drive back through Watertown with a stop for baklava at
an Armenian market, or an ice cream run to Kimball Farm. With
all due respect to Acura and Subaru, makers of the rides I used
to pilot to these places, driving there in a Porsche transformed
the experience. My wife, a generally enthusiastic person, was
always happy to come along.
In the spring of 2010 we were driving west on a Sunday for
our annual maple gluttony at the South Hadley Sugar Shack’s
pancake breakfast. The sixth-gear tenor was humming away
behind us, with a Bridgestone bass line from below. I noticed
my wife hadn’t said anything for a while, and it occurred to me
this often happened on our drives. I decided to venture into
touchy-feely territory, and asked her what she thought about
when we were in the car.
“Nothing, really,” she answered. “I just look out at things,
watch them go by.”
My wife has a demanding job, and the times her mind is free
of work concerns are few, but the environment of a Porsche
cabin was able to lull her into untroubled contemplation. We
said little else on the drive home, because a shared silence can
be as companionable as conversation, and after we had lugged
gallons of Dark Amber into the house, the benefits of the drive
continued to prevail as a sort of serene mutual buzz.
In retrospect I saw how often this had happened since
getting the Porsche, and I know of no stronger testimony to
the car’s psychological benefits. That I’d like the car was never
in doubt, but my wife’s engagement with it was something
unexpected. For me, having her work stress yield to Porsche-induced catatonic bliss qualifies as a bona fide peak experience.
But is it peak enough to compare with touching a buck-thirty
at the Glen before braking into the Bus Stop? Does a sedate
loop through Connecticut’s quiet corner, a few ironic miles
from Lime Rock Park, compare with nailing a late apex?
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A friend of mine has a car-crazed son who says “know why
they call it a coupe? Because you’re all cooped up!” That’s funny,
but not always. There are situations where familiarity breeds
contempt, due to the stresses that come with any life or stageof-life partnership. If they’re insurmountable, a Porsche’s close
confines and princess-and-the-pea suspension are probably
bad medicine. But I also believe something as simple as a car,
well enjoyed, can make a troubled thing good, and in my case,
a good thing better. It wasn’t the places we visited that had
changed, but the pleasure my wife and I took in getting there.
Because that was a shared pleasure, we ended up spending
more time together, all couped up in my Cayman S.
So would I take that red-suited mechanic’s offer of peak DE
skill, in exchange for banishing my wife from my car? Fortunately I don’t have that dilemma, but if I did, I’d think of Edward
Abbey, a writer fanatically devoted to solitude, who nevertheless wrote that the only thing better than solitude is good
company. To me, the track is solitude, touring with my wife is
the latter, and for that, as the ads say, there is no substitute.
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Tribology: It Could Save Your Engine’s Life!
Copy and Report by Dion Tsorides

T

ribology is the science and engineering of interacting
surfaces in relative motion. It includes the study and application of the principles of friction, lubrication, and wear.
It is also refered to in layman’s terms as “wear metal analysis” in
used oils.
It exists around us everyday and impacts us more than you
think on the commercial side of industries. Fleet carriers, shipping, aeronautical, space, heavy equipment and marine industries all rely on tribology to predict catastrophic failures and thus
reduce operating costs while extending reliability.
So, what does this mean for the local PCA member looking at
a used GT3 or maybe the track junkie/club racer heading to the
Glen? Well, nearly every F1 team uses this science to predict,
within minutes (!),when an engine or gearbox will fail catastrophically… something to think about.
Now while there are many ways to test oil, the main benefit
and starting point for all engines is a baseline and then a trend.
The baseline is done on an engine, in good working order, by
taking an oil sample and running through a spectrometer. The
spectrometer can be one of several types, but the prefered technique for laboratory grade analysis is an Inductively Coupled
Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometer (or ICP-AES). Once the
baseline is established, the analysis becomes a trend. Basically,
one monitors a series of elements and, when they start to rise,
they indicate that engine wear is increasing.
There are different types of wear, from normal to excessive to
critical. So what does this mean? An engine that wears normally
is a ’tired’ engine that can be rebuilt very cost effectively since
most of the internal components are is fine condition. Excessive
wear is an engine that has ’trended‘ outside the expected norms
and under normal load, does not return to the baseline levels.
An example of this is two-fold:
You go to the track, run the car hard and see a spike in wear
metals that are at excessive levels. You perform an oil change,
re-run the oil sample and your baseline levels return. This is an
engine that is in fine working order.
You go to the track, just like above, change the oil, re-run the
sample and the levels remain excessive! This engine needs to be
monitored closely an a rebuild timeline established because the
bearings are showing excessive wear and continued usage will
result in a catastrophic failure (in the near future).
So, what does “near future” mean? That is a good question and
each engine or type of engine behaves differently. Once a trend
is established, it will repeat itself continously, over and over
again.
For a stock 3.6L 964 engine, if we look at the bearings and thus
we look at Copper levels, we normally see 8-13 ppm (parts per
million), after a track session or race it spikes to 22 ppm, after 15
races it increases to 45 ppm. It is now time to consider a rebuild,
because if it hits 120 ppm a bearing will fail within 30–60 minutes and a connecting rod will come through the case. This is
how accurate an established trend can be over time.
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Every military jet fighter has its own spectrometer on base
for oil analysis after each mission. The program is refered to as
JOAP (Joint Oil Analysis Program). The trend for a specific jet
fighter is so well established, they can predict within the hour
when the aircraft will require maintenance.
Formula 1 does the same thing. I have been priviledged to
see five BMW F1 engines in a dyno room, each connected to an
ICP-AES system, run under load until each engine is within minutes of it life. They know exactly when an engine will fail and
where the general issues lie. Finally, critical wear is something
no one wants to see. It typically means there is some serious
’rubbing‘ going on internally and the damage is not limited to
bearings but can involve crankshafts, pistons and cylinders.
So enough about the science, what does thie mean for us
in the Porsche Club? Well, if I were buying a used Porsche (or
any car/boat/plane for that matter), I would invest in an oil
test as part of a pre-inspection purchase. Likewise, if I were a
club racer or frequent DE attendee, I would want to know how
happy my engine was going to the event, and how happy it is
after the event.
There are many labs where you can send an oil sample, and
prices vary from $20-$50 depending on what tests are done.
But running an oil sample and getting a result with a “standard”
recommendation, is like going to the dentist and having him
tell you that your teeth are bad and you need dental work.
There is a lot of ambiguity (and potential cost!).
You need to find a lab that archives your data to establish a
trend, a lot of places take your results and compare them to a
standard model. For example, you send a GT3RS oil sample to
XYZ Testing, they run it and compare it to a steel block Chevy
V8 trend — uh, can we say apples and oranges? So in this case
you have wasted $35, the exception being if your results are
critical, in which case the data has merit.
Every engine or “type” of engine has very distinct wear characteristics. A Cummings Diesel marine engine is very different
than a pushrod V8 or a air-cooled Porsche. While your trend
shows the same “metals,” how they trend is very different.
For example, if someone sends in an oil sample and you
have no comparable trend on it, you look for “universal” wear.
If your analysis shows high levels of Na (Sodium) or B (Boron),
these are usually indicators of coolant getting into the oil (i.e. a
head gasket leak!). Great, there’s a problem, right? Not exactly,
because it so happens that this engine is a 3.6L Porsche motor,
which last time I checked was air-cooled, so the analysis is not
accurate for this engine but rather generic.
There is a lot of info to process when doing an oil test.
Anyone can send out a sample for oil analysis and get back a
report, but if the lab supplying the report does not match the
analysis against a proper trend/model, the benefit can actually be detrimental. So always remember, the oil test is only as
good as those interpreting the trend!
They should ask questions like: What oil are you using? How
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many miles are on the engine? Has the motor been rebuilt
recently? Yes? What lubricanting additives were used during
assembly? Etc., etc., etc.
Wear materials in engine oils are broken up into three main
catagories:
Additives: Ca, P, Mg, Mo, Zn, Ba
Wear Metals: Cu, Al, Fe, Ti, Sn, Pb, Ag, Ni
Contaminants: Na, B, K, Si
By the way, 50 years ago, the actual base oil protected the
engine, nowadays it is the Additives Package, the base oil is
nothing more than a transport medium for the additives package and a filter to trap and hold ’dirt‘ until the next oil change.
Also, for normal street use (not track or racing), you should
check your manual for recommended oil service intervals. If
you are doing them more frequently, you are wasting money!
That is a fact, as for the ‘recommended” 3000 mile oil change, it

is a big myth. With a quality modern oil, you should be looking
at somewhere between 7,500 and 15,000 (yes, 15,000 miles)
between oil services. Do not be afraid; I have had a 3.6L 964
that had >250,000 miles on it and a E46 BMW M3 with 212,000;
each used a quality synthetic and each had the oil service every 10–15k! Neither ever failed from any bearing wear and the
M3 is in its original form and follows BMW recommendations of
15k miles on the oil service.
In subsequent articles from this series we will cover the
technology used to analyze the oil, the “buyer beware” products people market for monitoring oil conditions (e.g. you can
not use a magnetic drainplug connected to a continuity meter
to tell you anything other than your engine is about to fail,
in which case it is usually too late), the oils and aftermarket
addivies and, finally, how to use oil analysis after a rebuild to
establish your own, engine-specific trend.
Let us take a look at a real oil sample report:
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A Visit to Kringle Candle and The Kittredge Collection
Copy by Adrianne Ross, Photos by Eric Dow
Fifty Porsches, including 10 from the 356 Club met together
in Lunenburg, MA for the Annual Fall Rally Tour organized by
Martha and Charlie Dow. It was absolutely gorgeous weather
for us, driving on scenic rural roads on an 80 degree, record
breaking temperature day, in mid-October. We hurtled along
some picturesque back roads to Leverett, MA where we found
the Kittredge Estate. Mike Kittredge invited NER to tour his
new candle store Kringle Candle, as well as explore his astounding car collection.
Lunch was catered by the staff of Mike’s new restaurant The
Farm Table. It was absolutely delicious, magnificently served,
and gratefully received by all members.
After lunch, Mike gave us a warm welcome, explaining a little
bit about his history with Yankee Candle, and how Kringle
Candle came into being as a joint venture with his son Michael.
He also told us a little bit about how his estate works, and what
went into its creation. Then Michael asked Wayne Carini from
The Discovery Channel’s “Chasing Classic Cars” to make some
welcoming remarks.
Wayne told us a bit about himself, and how he came to know
Mike, and his car collection.
Finally, we got to see the car barn, an absolutely astounding
collection of cars including the newest Lamborghinis, 4 types
of Ferrari, several Mercedes, 2 McLaren’s, a number of Rolls
Royces, the largest collection of Morgan Arrows I know of in
America, and more than 25 Porsches, literally spanning the
decades. Mike has what he thinks is the 5th Porsche imported
into America. It’s the loveliest sea green. You should go to
the NER website and see the pics in color. Just fabulous! And
a 2012 Carrera GT that was so pretty, I just sat and stared for
a very long time. There was even a little Tesla; just back from
Nantucket…I was in love.
I’ve seen a lot of car collections in my time. I’ve been a car

Mike recieves a painting by Susana Weber from Charlie, with our thanks!

enthusiast for many years, and Mike’s collection was singularly,
far and away, the best collection I’ve ever seen. It’s probably
a personal bias based on the kinds of cars I like, but I was
stunned by the beauty that surrounded me.
Michael drove his silver Carerra GT to the next stop, the Kringle Candle Company in Bernardston, MA. This is an enormous
store of all white candles, to make sure they go with any décor.
The selection is even better than some of his competitors.
Mike just seems to have gotten even more creative in this joint
venture with his son.
We toured the new restaurant, the new Christmas shop, and
the candle store itself. Mike hung out and answered questions,
and we really did have just a fantastic afternoon.
Thanks so much to Mike for having us, and taking such good
care of us. For John for inviting us, the Dow’s for the great
planning work, and to the Typ356 Club for joining us.

The Sea Green 356.

The tour.
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Wayne Carini.

Mike welcomes us.

Mike’s Black 356.

Steve Ross and Charlie Dow present Mike with our thanks.

The car barn.
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Continued from previous page

NER ‘s fantastic showing in the driveway!

Porsche’s newest fan!
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The new Porsche 991
Copy and photos by PCNA
The all-new Porsche 911 Carrera is ready to conquer the hearts
and minds of North American driving enthusiasts as it makes
its first U.S. appearance at the Los Angeles Auto Show following “Best of Show” accolades at its global debut in Frankfurt
this past September.
With its sleek and stretched silhouette, pulse-pounding contours and precisely designed features, it’s immediately evident
that the new 911 has been redesigned from the ground up,
but remains every inch an embodiment of 911 Carrera evolution. Longer, lower, wider and 100 lbs. lighter than the previous
911, the seventh generation is athletic, elegant and iconic – a
perfect blend of modern design, intelligent engineering and
everyday driving magic.
The many innovations of the new 911 Carrera include aluminum steel composite construction that combines with structural rigidity and exceptional aerodynamics to create a sports
car that delivers standard-setting performance and efficiency,
as it has for generations.
Like every 911 before it, it also continues to raise the bar in
virtually every area of performance and efficiency, including
fuel economy. While U.S. EPA fuel mileage estimates are still to
be determined, fuel consumption and emissions are up to 16
percent lower in the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) when
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compared with the previous 911. This is achieved through
systems such as the Automatic Start/Stop function, engine and
transmission thermal management, electrical system recuperation, the world’s first seven-speed manual transmission and
– in conjunction with the Porsche Doppelkupplungsgetriebe
(PDK) – the ability to ‘sail’ or coast. The new electro-mechanical
power steering offers not only Porsche’s typical precision and
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feedback but also helps increase efficiency and reduce fuelconsumption.
The Porsche 911 Carrera is equipped with a new 350 hp,
3.4-liter boxer engine while the 911 Carrera S features a 400
hp, 3.8-liter boxer engine – a 15 hp improvement versus its
predecessor.
Both models offer significant performance improvements.
The 911 Carrera S with PDK accelerates from 0 to 60 in 4.1
seconds. Using the Launch Control function of the optional
Sport Chrono Package cuts that to 3.9 seconds. The 911 Carrera
with PDK needs only 4.4 seconds to sprint from a standing
start to 60 mph (4.2 seconds when using the optional Sport
Chrono Package’s Launch Control function). Top-track speed
for the 911 Carrera S and 911 Carrera is 188 mph and 179 mph,
respectively.
Already legendary for its precision feel and road-holding
prowess, the new 911 writes a new chapter in agility and precision handling. Porsche engineers achieved even higher driveability targets with the 911’s wider front track, a new rear axle
and new electromechanical power steering. Depending on the
model, a multitude of other standard or optional active control
systems are available to help further enhance the overall driving dynamics. That is especially true for the Porsche Dynamic
Chassis Control (PDCC) active roll stabilization system, available for the first time on the 911 Carrera S. The system helps
reduce lateral roll when cornering and helps keep the tires in
the optimal position relative to the road surface.
The first 911 models will arrive in U.S. dealerships beginning
in February of 2012. The new 911 Carrera Coupe will have a
base MSRP of $82,100, while the 911 Carrera S Coupe’s base
MSRP will be $96,400 (excluding destination).

59 Pond Street
Norwell MA 02061
877-PORSCHE
www.porschenorwell.com

John Ziedins
General Sales Manager
Direct: 781-261-5006
Cell: 781-789-5116
Fax: 781-871-2339
jziedins@porschenorwell.com

continued next page
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Four Speeds and Drum Brakes - continued from page 6

the pickup had worked on sets of this size before and went to
some lengths to tell us what to expect. They had only good
things to say about the crews that they had worked with and
had never had any problems. A ’67 Dodge Duster (in purple,
of course) and a ’62 Triumph TR3B in ‘arrest me’ red made up
the rest of the group, and the people were as varied as the cars
they drove. The Aston was driven down from a Boston dealership by one of the mechanics. The Triumph was trailered from
a restoration shop in New Hampshire, but the owner of the
Duster never appeared. The crew just pushed the Duster on
and off the set, along with a new BMW F800 ST motorcycle.
Rumor was that the bike dealer didn’t trust anyone to drive it
and they didn’t want to hang around all day.
I learned a few things about the business that came as a real
surprise. First, the people that are modeling the clothes are
not models, they are talents. Not boy talents or girl talents, just
talents. These were certainly young folks; in fact one talent was
accompanied by his mother, who he asked to stay out of sight.
Second, there is a lot more to having your picture taken that
just standing there. Some of these sessions were action shots
for TV spots where four talents at a time were told to run to
the camera from about 20 yards out into a fan that would blow
the clothing into the air. Then they would walk back and do it
again, and again, and again. Like maybe 15 times before the director was happy with the result. He was a bearded Santa Claus
type with a big smile that didn’t seem to slow down even after
ten hours of work. He really loved what he was doing. I was told
that he was the best of the best but the name was lost on me,
way outside my area of expertise.
There was a big white tent set up with tables and chairs to
look like a garden party, lots of people-sized pillows to lay
across and even skydivers that swooped in wearing bright colors. When they hit the ground the talents replaced them before
the chutes even hit the ground to continue the shot. When
the kids spun around and looked into the cameras, you would
swear that they had done the jump. No computed tricks here
just a lot of hard work.
One of the talents was to drive the Speedster slowly up to the
garden party tent with a girl in the passenger seat. Turns out he
was from Germany, spending the summer in the U.S. between
semesters, and had an old Beetle at home to get around town
in. His English was better than my German but I told him to just
drive it like it was his and he did a great job.
This was actually a lot of work, not for me but for the crew
and all the talents. There were probably 25 talents and 50 crew.
They had people that just walked around making sure that
everyone had enough water to drink. Of course there were
some that spent all day applying makeup on both boys and
girls. There were tents full of clothing for quick changes staffed
by crew to help.
Between shots as things were being set up the talents would
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find a football or Frisbee and suddenly everyone was playing,
the energy was amazing. Everyone was having a great time.
I spent two full days there and in all that time never came
across anyone with a bad attitude. When I mentioned that to
one of the crew, he told me that there were attitudes there
but they were well under control. I had pictured directors
yelling at cameramen and makeup people screaming at each
other but there was none of that. In fact there was one thing
that I noticed that was a real surprise.
I have always faulted the younger generation for not paying attention to things around them and always leaving a
mess wherever they go. I was shocked to realize that everyone seemed to be part of the team on the location. Nobody,
young or old, talent or crew, ever walked past a piece of trash
without stopping to pick it up. Everywhere you went there
was someone with a smile or a friendly wave. I never felt that
I was in the way in spite of not doing anything to help. Well, I
did roll the BMW motorcycle down the hill because I was the
only one that could put both feet on the ground when seated. Someone else pushed it back up the hill. They all seemed
to be there to help each other out; I was very impressed.
I was told that this was an exceptional group of people
working for an exceptional company but I have to believe
that based on what I saw those two days, the advertising
business is a lot nicer that what I had believed and that
makes me feel a lot better. It’s really nice to have a positive
surprise about people at my age. KTF

Photos of “The Photo Shoot” by Tom Tate.
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Photos of “The Photo Shoot” by Tom Tate.

Quality. Performance.

on the road

or on the track...

Call the experts.

Service t Parts t Tuning
Fabrication t Modiﬁcation
911/944/986/996/997/GT3
Engine & Transmission
Rebuilding

Brake Pads
(low cost shipping)

musantemotorsports.com
1257 John Fitch Blvd, Unit 12
South Windsor, CT 06074
phone: 860.291.9415
fax: 860.291.9416
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Stunning New South Street Colonial

580 South Street, Needham

$2,795,000

Premier South Street estate area: Extraordinary new Colonial features 7,000+ square feet of
luxurious living on 3 finished floors with Smart House technology. Meticulously constructed
with custom millwork and exquisite detailing. 6 beds, 6 full and 2 half baths. Luxurious
fireplaced master suite with sitting room. Bridal staircase, gourmet kitchen, fireplaced family
room and walkout lower level with spectacular in-home theater, game and fitness rooms, full
bath. Beautifully sited on an acre of park-like grounds. 3-car heated garage.

The Right Broker Does Make The Difference.
Expect More.
JILL BOUDREAU, ABR, ASP
Realtor

Cell: (617) 460-3787
Unparalled Service  Unique Experience  Fresh Insight
Office: (781) 237-9444 x330
Jill.Boudreau@NEMoves.com
71 Central Street, Wellesley, MA 02482

www.NewEnglandMoves.com
©2011 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker is a registered trademark licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned and operated by NRT, LLC.
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Minutes- continued from page 7

The Long and Winding Road - continued from page 10

will speak at the Museum of Transportation; in February two
Porsche dealers will be holding sessions to introduce the new
911 (internally called the 991); February 18th, Prescott Kelly
will speak at the Museum of Transportation. In March we will
have the Newcomers’ Meeting at Ira Porsche, as well as a Tech
Session at EPE.
Matthew and Chris reported that Club Registration is now
able to accept payments either by PayPal or individual credit
cards. Because the funds are initially credited to Club Registration it can then automatically update the member’s registration status from Pending to Paid. This will eliminate the need
for our registrars to manually review PayPal reports in order
to update the member’s status from Pending to Confirmed
or Wait Listed. NER can request that the funds be transferred
to the NER account as often as it wishes. The board approved
adopting the new system beginning immediately.
The next board meeting will be held at 6:30 pm on December
7th at Bill Seymour’s home.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at
8:47 pm.

Cayman racecar but decided to go to Hoosier rains). They are
235/40 in the front and 275/35 in the rear — I’m hoping the
slightly shorter rear tires won’t look odd, and I don’t like the
increased stagger, but that’s the only size combination available. (Note that you have to be careful to preserve the front/
rear tire height ratio associated with the OEM tires or you can
confuse the stability management or ABS systems. You can only
get away with about a 3-4% difference.) These will go on before
next year and should be at least as good as the Bridgestones
for autocross. And I’ll hope to get a couple more days of DE out
of the old Nittos while I decide what to replace them with. I will
keep my eye on the on-line marts for used R-compound tires.
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Bill Seymour
Activities@porschenet.com
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New Members

Torqued Up - continued from page 11

When my dear friend Sandy Cotterman came by the track for
a visit (she had signed up for a car control class that was happening the next day; if we are lucky she will write about her experience), I happened to have a few more laps in my system so I
asked if she wanted to hop in for some hot laps. She didn’t miss
a beat and couldn’t have grabbed a helmet any faster. Judi was
fresh in my memory and I didn’t want to be responsible for anyone else’s heart palpitations, even though they were good sort.
So I thought I would just take it easy for her, maybe 5/10ths. We
weren’t out there a full lap when she casually just said, ”Do you
know what I am thinking?” Hmmm, I do know there are quite a
few things she could be thinking and hoped that one of them
was not how fast she could get her helmet off should she need
to stick her head out the window. “Tell me Sandy, what’s on
your mind?” She said, “We need to find property down here to
rent next year so we can be close to the track.” That’s my girl! I
yelled and ratcheted it up to 8/10ths… just for her. I hoped she
wouldn’t yell for me to go faster since I had nothing left. So if
you see me trackside and want a smile, I can promise you that
— as long as you pick me.
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Robert M. Bolton
Warwick, RI
2012 911 Turbo Black

Michael C. George
Marlborough, MA
2007 996 Turbo Silver

Daniel P. Buonagurio
Duxbury, MA
2002 911 R Turbo Silver

Brian Goss
Cambridge, MA
1999 911 Gray

Edmund J. Burke
Pocasset, MA
2006 Boxster S Gray

Timothy Grimes
Boaton, MA
2011 Carrera 4S White

Ivan R. Burns
Concord, MA
2012 911 GTS Gray

John D. Haase
Wayland, MA
2010 Panamera Black

Bruce R. Depper
Swampscott, MA
1995 911 Yellow

James W. Madson
Westborough, MA
1986 911 Red

Patrick. J. Donovan
Little Compton, RI
2001 Carrera 2 Silver

Erich A. Mueller
Warren, RI
2003 Boxster

Richard S. Drapkin
Medway, MA
2007 911 Blue

Arra S. Reddy
Brookline, MA
2002 Boxster Blue

Walter M. Dzialo
Pawtucket, RI
2003 Carrera Red

Alejandro Sarmiento
Lexington, MA
2012 Cayenne S Black
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Marketplace

For Sale

Garage Space for Rent: $250/mo per car in 4-car space, Allston, MA. Secure, easy access all season; some heat. Call Bill 617-2544238, or email wmwooding@aol.com. (11/11)
Wanted: Carrera or Boxster S 2003 or 2004…..Tiptronic transmission. Purchase subject to PPI. roblee @ robleehoffman.com (10/11)
Bell Helmet M4 Racers Series, size xl, retail price, $379.95, asking $250., NEVER WORN. Motorcycle intercom, still in box, $20. Steve Reilly,508-881-1156, esteven951@yahoo.com (10/11)
1976 911S Coupe, 158,000 miles, Oak Green Metallic, Tan interior, Leather seats, Sunroof, 15” x 6 Fuchs forged alloy wheels, Bridgestone Potenza
205/55 tires, Carrera chain tensioner update, pop-off valve, 11 blade fan, SSI heat exchangers w stock dual inlet muffler, turbo tie-rods; new
clutch & TO Bearing Always garaged, stored in Winter. $18,000 Call Chris at 978 772 9546 - evenings or email ryan28@charter.net (10/11)
Custom built 4’ x 6’ tire trailer. This trailer holds two sets of tires and has a locking truck chest for tools and parts. Tongue weight fully loaded
is about 60 pounds, perfect for towing behind your favorite street & track car. Includes LED lights, trailer jack, and a spare tire. $800 or BRO. Stan
Corbett 978-337-3095, stanley_corbett@msn.com (10/11)
2 Pirelli Rosso Pzero w/ 60% Tread Left 235-35 ZR19, 1 Pirelli Rosso Pzero w/ 35% Tread Left 295-30 ZR19 from ‘06 C2S $50 each tire if you pick
up in Danvers, MA Call Fred at 978.774.5037 (10/11)
1997 993 Coupe Small body, Black on black less than 17K essentially new. Suspension rebuild via EPE – Bilstein, Eibach, bars. Drivetrain stock.
Mint Fikse 5-spokes w A6’s and 2 other sets of wheels, tires. Multiple autocross championships. Garaged, no winters. Serious offers only. George
617-686-7299 or gmdmd@ msn.com. (9/11)
FS: 19” Sport Design Wheels from my 09 997S.$2000 TPMS for 09S, Painted center hubs, original Bridgestones with 23K, some good tread front,
not muchrear, wheels in excellent condition. Just got Sport Classics. larrytrk@comcast.net 781-449-5528 in Needham, cell 609-851-2517 (9/11)
2 Pirelli Rosso Pzero w/ 60% Tread Left 235-35 ZR19 1 Pirelli Rosso Pzero w/ 35% Tread Left 295-30 ZR19 from ‘06 C2S $50 each tire if you pick
up in Danvers, MA Call Fred at 978.774.5037 (9/11)
FREE tires: 1 pair of Bridgestone RE-050A N0 size 235/35/19. Used about 10k miles, mix of street and DE use. 7/32” tread left. Date code 4505.
Pickup only in Metro-West Boston area. Call or e-mail for details. John Kaufmann; (978) 793-0002; jkaufmann@alum.mit.edu. (9/11)
Tire trailer for track tires. Wheel rack holds 4 locked tires and the trailer has a large locking aluminum toolbox. There is also a platform for jack
storage or luggage. Comes with trailer hitch for a 993. $200. Send an email to Pete LaRocca at pjlarocca@verizon.net or call 978 369 2152 (8/11)
2001 911 Turbo, 35,000 miles, Original unmolested Turbo Coupe, silver blue/navy, excellent shape, garaged, records, sun roof, partial leather,
heated seats, NAV, CD changer, limited slip, curb rash on 1 rim, a few scratches, ready to go! Too many toys, something’s gotta go, 1st $45K takes
it. Questions? - call me, David Parsons, 781-341-4112.(7/11)
2004 GT3, Red w/black interior. “J” Class, numerous wins. 12,000 miles, excellent condition inside and out. Full cage, RaceTech seat, Moton Club
Sport adjustable shocks. Cup mono balls, shifter, cables, clutch and rotors. OEM mufflers and straight pipes. Spare Fikses and wets. Sure Shift
sequential shift light. AMB transponder and in-car display. In-car RaceCam. Maintained by EPE. $67,000. Barry.Brensinger@LBPA.com. 6036225450. (7/11)
1999 Featherlite Trailer. All aluminum, 2 car, 48 foot, gooseneck trailer. Work bench, tire rack, fuel rack, and winch. New tires and spare. Perfect
condition inside and out. $26,500. Barry.Brensinger@LBPA.com. 603-6225450. (7/11)

"/34/.3 02/0%249 %80%24
Advertising Guidelines
Publication of paid advertising in the NOR’EASTER does not constitute the endorsement by this publication or the Northeast Region of the products or services set forth therein. The NOR’EASTER reserves
the unqualified right to approve for publication all advertising submitted.
Marketplace Guidelines
Deadline for submitting ads for MARKETPLACE to the editor is no later than the 15th of each month to
appear in the next issue of the magazine. Advertising Porsches or Porsche parts or to solicit materials
is free to members in this section of the publication. Ads will run for two months unless the editor is
formally notified. To place your want ad send a note to the editor containing your copy. Please limit
copy to a maximum of six lines - it’s not necessary to mention every detail of your Porsche - an interested buyer will call if he/she needs more info! Ads can be emailed to: aross@porschenet.com.
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NER Board of Directors

On the Edge- continued from page 4

President
Steve Ross
49 Village Brook Lane, Natick, MA 01760
Home:508-653-1695 email: slr944@aol.com
Vice President - Administrative
Fedele Cacia
158 Walnut St. ,Natick MA 01760
AdministrativeVP@PorscheNet.com
Cell 508-816-3509
Vice President - Activities
Bill Seymour
Activities@porschenet.com
Treasurer
Chris Mongeon
147 Fire Rd. #12, Lancaster, MA 01523
Home: 508-439-2315 email: c_mongeon1@hotmail.com
Secretary
Joyce Brinton
5 Apple Ridge Ln., Littleton, MA 01460
Home: 978-952-8517 email: jb911@PorscheNet.com
Membership
Amy Ambrose
50 Pleasant Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748
Home:508-497-0154 email: amy.c.adler@comcast.net
NOR’EASTER Editor
Adrianne Ross
P.O. Box 760727, Melrose, MA 02176
Cell: 781-249-5091, email: aross@PorscheNet.com
Past President
Bruce Hauben
5 Apple Ridge Ln., Littleton, MA 01460
Home: 978-952-8517 email: BMH993@PorscheNet.com
Past President Emeritus
John Bergen
Cell: 617-908-9671 email: bergenj@comcast.net

perience I doubt I’ll have a lot of opportunity to repeat, but I kinda hope I do.
I was very blessed to go to an Indy-Car Series race thanks to another member of the Club, as a special guest of Verizon. And to the NASCAR races late in
September as a special guest of TRG. I brought my friend Marni in both cases.
She’s a hard-core NASCAR fan, and a really wonderful person. We had tons of
fun together. I’m glad we went.
I’ve also been to numerous spontaneous dinners, social events, rallies, the
year-end Gala, and fantastic tech sessions. I’ve met new people at each and
every one, and have come home very happy indeed to have gone.
So it was tons of time on the track, and way, way more at the track. Let me
tell you that last year at this exact time, I’d never been to a professional race,
and now I’ve been to four types of series, and six races. I’ve volunteered for two
club races, and made friends in five regions, and am on my second Grand-Am
hard card (cooome oooon January!!). I cannot wait to get to Daytona this year.
It’s the 50th anniversary of the race, and it’s going to be a spectacular blowout!
All the cool kids are coming. If you can make it, I highly recommend it.
But again it comes down to the people. I’ve literally met hundreds of people
this year, and I have been in touch with, keeping in touch with, or am just
plain friends with quite a few of them. Y’all rock! Thanks you for another year
of laughter, fun, support, and surprises! I can’t wait to see what happens next
year!
Tribology - continued from page 25

Committee Chairs
Chair - Autocross
Bill Seymour
Activities@PorscheNet.com
Chair - Concours d’Elegance
Steve Ross
49 Village Brook Lane, Natick, MA 01760
Home:508-653-1695 email: slr944@aol.com
Registration - Autocross
Jon Cowen
12 Copeland Rd., Framingham, MA 01701
email: JCowenNER@gmail.com
Chair -Driver Education
Bruce Hauben
5 Apple Ridge Ln., Littleton, MA 01460
Home: 978-952-8517 email: BMH993@PorscheNet.com
Registration - Driver Education
Mark Keefe
Home: 508-529-6127 email: TCReg@PorscheNet.com
DE Tech
Chris Outzen
Home: 978-443-0732 email: Chris@theoutzens.com
Dick Anderson
Home: 978-474-0898 email: DickAnderson114@gmail.com
Chief Driving Instructor - Driver Education
Jerry Pellegrino
165 W. Central St. Natick, MA 01760
508- 651-1316 epe@epe.com
Novice Development - Driver Education
Moe Auger
Home: Moe@augernet.com email: NovDev@PorscheNet.com
Instructor Development - Driver Education
Ray Bahr
rbahr1900@yahoo.com
978.371.1294
Zone 1 Representative
Jennifer Webb; email: jenniferbischoff@hotmail. com
Home: 705-328-2647, Mobile: 514-235-0157
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Conclusion: If you care about monitoring your race or street cars, and most
definitely if you are looking to spend tens of thousands of dollars ($$$) on a
used Porsche or racecar, I would highly recommend adding a simple oil test to
the pre-purchase inspection. You only need 10–20 grams (ml) of sample and
the return for you patience could be tens of thousands of dollars in savings!
For more information on the actual analysis you can contact:
Advanced Research Center
106 Access Road, Suite 003
Norwood, MA 02062
Karen Walsh
781-762-2766 (P)
781-762-2779 (F)
www.advresearchctr.com
analyzethiswon@aol.com
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